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Robustness
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A.L. Barabási, Network science, http://barabasi.com/networksciencebook

Ch.8 “Network robustness”

http://barabasi.com/networksciencebook


Network robustness
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q We are interested in network robustness to 
failures

q Want to understand how real networks work 
under imperfect conditions/malfunctioning

e.g., why some mutations lead to diseases (biology & medicine)

stability of social networks to disruptive events (war, famine, etc)

robustness to occasional failures in the www

Oak, Quercus Robur à robust



Network robustness
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q Would the network still 
“work” in the presence 
of missing nodes?

q Failures can lead to 
either just isolating 
nodes or breaking the 
whole network apart

q What is the limit/phase 
transition?



Applications
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This can serve to identify:

q robustness of air transportation under random 
strikes

q robustness of social contacts even when 
someone is off 

q possibility of destroying of criminal/terror 
networks 

q eradication of an epidemics 



Robustness of scale-free nets
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q Robustness of the Internet
due to scale-free properties

q Nodes linked to the GC after 
random removal with rate f
à still large if f<1 

q Experiments aligned with a 
scale-free model

q Reason: random removal of 
(many) hubs is very unlikely

very high break-up 
threshold
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Breaking point in scale-free nets
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q Assume node removal at rate f

q The inhomogeneity ratio is ! = ⟨k2⟩ / ⟨k⟩, 
e.g., in random networks ! = 1 + ⟨k⟩

q The breaking point is
fc =  1 – 1/(!-1) which 
solely depends on the 
degree distribution

the lower $, 
the higher fc
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Some implications
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q networks with big hubs (causing wide deviations 
from ⟨k⟩) are hard to die

q in random networks fc = 1 – 1/⟨k⟩, i.e., large 
average degrees strengthen the network

q in scale-free networks the exponent # sets the 
network robustness



Attack tolerance
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q What if removals are not by chance, but caused by 
an adversary with sufficient insights on our 
network? 

an adversary would 
remove all hubs first, i.e., 
it removes nodes in 
decreasing order of their 
degree

probability/percentage of removed nodes
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Fragility of scale-free nets
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q Scale-free networks are not very robust to targeted 
attacks exactly because they have vulnerable hubs

q Recall that fc = 1- 1/(!-1) meaning that robustness 
depends on !, and removing hubs reduces !

q good news in medicine (vulnerability of bacteria) 
J

q bad news for the Internet L



Breaking point in scale-free nets
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estimated value

Not robust to random 
failures (exponential 
degree distribution)



Optimizing robustness
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An early attempt by Paul Baran [1959] 

scale-free



Optimizing robustness
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The best option is a 
bimodal distribution

pk = r !kmax + (1-r) !kmin r = 1/N
kmax chosen to 
maximize the 
breakpoints



Network analysis of Tweets’ sentiment
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Salvatore Romano, Alberto Zancanaro, Enrico Lanza, Carlo Facchin

Robustness of original network to positive node removal

negative feelings

positive feelings



Network analysis of Tweets’ sentiment
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Robustness of original network to positive node removal



Link Prediction
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The link prediction task
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Given a graph at time T, 
can we output a ranked 
list of links that are 
predicted to appear in the 
graph at time T+x ?

idea
We can build the list by 
using a measure of 
similarity/proximity 
between nodes



The link prediction task
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Applications:
• Recommendation in social networks
• Finding experts and collaborations in academic

social networks
• Reciprocal relationships prediction
• Network completion problem
• Social tie prediction
• …



The link prediction task
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Wang P, Xu BW, et al. Sci China Inf Sci January 2015 Vol. 58 011101:6

Link prediction techniques

Topology

Neighbor Path Community Structural 
holeTriad Tie 

strength HomophilyRandom
walk

Node-based
-Node similarity
-Text similarity
···  

Neighbor-based
-CN
-JC
-AA
-LHN
-PA
-RA
···

Path-based
-Katz
-LP
-RSS
-Friend Link
-VCP
···

Social Theory-based
-Structural hole
-Triad
-Tie strength
-Homophily
···

Random Walk-based
-SimRank
-PropFlow
-RPR
-HT
-CT
-CST
···

Node Social theory

Figure 8 The category of link prediction techniques and link prediction problems.

are based on the link prediction techniques; consequently two perspectives join in here. Therefore, two
perspectives are closely related. Furthermore, we should highlight that the category in Figure 8 can be
extended with the progress of link prediction research.

For the evaluation metrics used in link prediction, they commonly can be divided into two types: fixed
threshold metrics and threshold curves. The precision and recall on top-N predictions are typical fixed
threshold metrics. These measures often su↵er from the limitation that they rely upon a reasonable



SAB=3

Neighbour based techniques
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Common neighbours - CN

SCN = A·A 

These local techniques are 
modification of a simple idea

SCN(i,j) = |Ni⋂ Nj|

The more neighbours in 
common, the more likely the 
link to appear 

intersection

(the set of) neighbours of j

binary adjacency matrix 
of an undirected network

SIMPLE

TRIADIC CLOSURE

A
B

C

D

E



Neighbour based techniques
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95% of the new 
friendships in facebook
are friend-of-a-friend

¡ Can	we	learn	to	predict	new	friends?
§ Facebook’s People	You	May	Know
§ Let’s	look	at	the	FB	data:	

§ 92%	of	new	friendships	on	
FB	are	friend-of-a-friend

§ More	mutual	friends	helps

11/30/16 Jure	Leskovec,	Stanford	CS224W:	Social	and	Information	Network	Analysis,	http://cs224w.stanford.edu 9

[WSDM ‘11]
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Relative 
probability of 
adding a new 
friend

Friendship 
by number 

of hops

# of friends in common # of hops

more mutual 
friendships help in 
becoming a friend



Neighbour based techniques
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Punishes more heavily the 
high-degree common 
neighbours

SRA(i,j) = ∑  1 /|Nk|
k ∊ Ni ⋂ Nj

… but very many variations exist

Resource allocation - RA
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SAB  = 1/5 + 1/2 + 1/4 = 19/20



Path based techniques
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KatsThese global techniques 
are a generalization of 
CN to take into account 
the (very many) paths of 
length ℓ≥2 

SKatz = ∑ "ℓ Aℓ

# of paths of length ℓ
between nodes i and j

damping factor (weights 
more shorter paths), it 
needs to be sufficiently 
small 0< "<1

ℓ≥1

Local path - LP

SLP = A2 + " A3



Random walk based techniques
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Random walk with restart - RWR

These global techniques 
exploit the Local PageRank
value

SRWR(i,j) = pij + pji

pi = c M pi + (1-c) ei

teleportation 
to node i

random walk 
with restart
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pAB
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Ingredients Networks - Pasta
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Elena Camuffo, Laura Crosara, Matteo Moro



Ingredients Networks - Pasta
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Questions ?
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